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On collaboration

- The next APBON Strategy and Workplan will mainstream APBON in the Global conservation agenda
- Collaboration in research will input to local economic strategies
- APBON is calling for collaboration in the development of the Strategic Plan
- Collaboration can answer common issues and add value to research and science community and to the local communities, decision makers and policy makers
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Ongoing Observations

- Species specific observations contribute to knowledge on site management (eg arowanas in Sarawak)
- Mapping Asia Plants – c/o Chinese Academy of Sciences
- freshwater and coastal observations
Monitoring

- the Monitoring Sites 1000 project
- Spatial Planning for protected areas - visualize the longterm impacts of climate on biodiversity
- Trait-based mapping of forest functions and their applications
Promoting Observations

We were also encouraged to promote the results of our work through visual media such as infographics. An option to present the next set of the results of our collaborative work at the CBDCOP 15 in China was presented as an exciting possibility.
Thank you!!